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Regine Prange

Objecthood and the Problem of Form
A Critical Introduction*

ln his essay »Art and Objecthood,« written in 1967, Michael Fried 
sustains a detailed analysis of what he calls the »literalist attitude 
toward sculpture [...].«' Referring to Donald Judd’s »Specific Object« 
and Robert Morris’s »unitary forms«,2 he criticizes their intention to 
create a new authenticity and non-illusionist presence of the artwork 
by leaving painting for »real« three-dimensionality and by avoiding 
compositional relationships. Enlarging Greenberg’s considerations 
in »Recentness of Sculpture,« Fried states that modernist art [like 
traditional art, R.P.] would »defeat or suspend its own objecthood 
through the medium of shape,«3 while the literalist espousal of object- 
hood by Morris and Judd implies identity between shape and 
object: »The shape is the object [...].«4 Consequently, Fried maintains, 
»the demands of art and the conditions of objecthood were in direct
conflict.#5

Contemporary perspectives: Jeff Koons’s reinvention of the 
readymade
Even beyond the context of Minimal Art, Fried’s and Greenberg’s 
arguments can reveal the controversial status of the artwork as an 
object-like entity. Objecthood is a problem that did not just emer- 
ge during the twentieth-century avant-garde movements since 
Marcel Duchamp and his invention of the 
readymade; rather it has been a perma- 
nent debate and will be continued in the 
twenty-first century. In this vein, contem- 
porary artists, too, provoke their public 
by assimilating their artworks to real 
objects of non-artistic spheres, first of all 
the sphere of popular culture. Take for ex- 
ample the work of Jeff Koons as presented in 
Frankfurt’s Liebieghaus Skulpturensamm- 
lung (fig. 2).6 The contrast of his works 
with sculptures from Ancient Egypt and the 
tradition of Western sculpture before the 
twentieth-century avant-garde revealed the 
fact that modern and contemporary ob- 
jecthood is incompatible with the quality 
of the ritual objects in ancient religious 
cultures on the one hand and the auto- 
nomous status of the traditional western 
artwork on the other.7 This does not mean 
that there is no relationship between 
recent and traditional art production. It 
is clearly evident that an artist like Jeff 
Koons communicates with the central 
topics of European art. But Koons’s answer 
to the tradition of high art is very complex, 
full of irony, and opposed to its idealistic 
premises. His artistic strategy can be - 
paradoxically - described as a materi- 
alization of gloss. (In this respect the 
choice of stainless steel appears to be 
comparable to Robert Morris’s mirror 
glass objects.) As Monika Wagner points

out in her catalogue contribution to the Frankfurt Koons exhibi- 
tion, idealistic aesthetics, with its claim that the idea is a decisive 
criterion of art, »required earthly materials for its manifestation, 
but the more the surface negates or dissolves its physical weight, 
the closer the form seems able to approximate the ideal. Polished, 
reflecting, transparent surfaces were considered more capable of 
corresponding to the ideal than dull, matt, or opaque ones.«8 The 
techniques of oil painting - I would additionally note - could help to 
conceal the materiality of the picture plane and of the brushstroke 
while in sculpture the use of precious metals culminating in gold and 
silver realized the intended effect of dematerialization.

In his own explication of his method, Jeff Koons addresses these 
metaphysical qualities of splendor by transferring aesthetic radi- 
ance to industrial materials. The shine of stainless steel, he points 
out, achieves an effect similar to that of the »gold leaf in Baroque 
churches.«9 At the same time no bigger contrast is imaginable. The 
spiritual quality of the precious metal succumbs to the technological 
connotation of steel while its polished surface overdoes the baroque 
splendor. The experience of a mystic depth yields to the impression 
of a mere object that is opaque despite its luminous shine.

This dialectical act of simultaneously overdoing and negating 
splendor as the medium of aesthetic sem- 
blance, which represents the higher - ideal
- qualities of art, can be regarded as a revi- 
sion or summary of the avant-garde move- 
ments in their totality. Jeff Koons is the heir
of Marcel Duchamp, Dan Flavin and Andy
Warhol; his art offers a highly sophisticat- 
ed reflection about literalism as avant- 
garde strategy. Therefore I would like to
employ Koons’s art here as a starting and
reference point for the panel’s discussion
about modernist and contemporary per- 
spectives upon objecthood.

Koons’s so-called Inflatables - his most 
famous work might be »Rabbit« (fig. 1) - 
modify the readymade shock that was 
initiated by Duchamp an entire century 
ago and was then renewed by Pop Art as 
well as, in a certain sense, Minimal Art. In 
his early series »The New,« Koons already 
combines the objecthood of Pop Art and 
Minimalism, referring especially to Dan 
Flavin: assembling vacuum cleaners and 
fluorescent tubes he uses both objects 
as signs of original purity.10 If we do not 
restrict our interpretation to the mysticism 
of the artist’s commentary," we have to ack- 
nowledge that metaphysical truth has been 
sarcastically perverted by this kind of a 
technological and chemical objectivization
- a vaccuum absorbing dust and dirt or the
empty space of a tube which produces light
by using electricity. It would be worth com-

Fig. 1 Jeff Koons, Rabbit, 1986 (from the 
Statuary series). Stainless steel. Santa Monica, 
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paring Koons’s empty objects and shiny surfaces with Duchamp’s last 
readymade »Paris Air« (1919)12 and also with Warhol’s »Silverclouds« 
(1966) and his use of aluminium paint or foil.13 All these works 
reflect on the tension between an appearance of weightlessness and 
factual materiality. They present the artwork as an empty container, 
which leads us to a paradoxical conclusion: objecthood as rooted in 
the readymade and its contemporary modifications emerges from 
the absence of form in terms of its classical definition.14 Thus the 
»making« of an object-like artwork is also an »unmaking:« an icono- 
clast attack against the idealist concept of aesthetic form. The work’s 
interior may be almost tangible - that impression is caused by the 
well-rounded volumes of Koons’s Inflatables - but it is not transferr- 
ed into plastic values. Its literalness is referring to the photographic 
moment and place, the traumatic reality of the »punctum« according 
to Roland Barthes.151 will come back to this point later.

Notwithstanding the historical distance between Duchamp and 
Koons, I would suggest a rather continuous development of object- 
hood as artistic strategy and quality that has to be discussed in an 
even broader context. The iconoclasm implied can already be observ- 
ed since the beginning of the 19th century. Criticism on objecthood 
or literalism took place long before these terms were introduced as 
key terms of art criticism.

Objecthood’s traditions: the classicist approach as claim on 
art’s autonomy
Fried’s most famous predecessor might be the philosopher Hegel 
whose diagnosis of the end of art (in its highest destination) is 
derived from his critique of the empirist attitude in painting which 
is not only no longer able to narrate the Christian myths, but also 
lacking the essential quality of sovereignity over materiality and its 
contingency.16 Several classicist theorists have mentioned the loss of 
an ideal fictional space, which seemed to have disappeared in favor 
of actual real space. One of those is the sculptor Adolf von Hilde- 
brand, author of the book »Das Problem der Form« (1893), which 
was already published in English in 1907.'7 He offers an early critique 
of objecthood describing the tomb of countess Maria Christina von 
Sachsen-Teschen in Vienna’s St. Augustinerkirche: »Much that today 
stands for modernity and originality actually signifies no more than 
an absence of the artistic reconstruction of reality.«18 In Canova’s 
sculpture, Hildebrand already finds this crudity of realism: the latter 
even relates to popular wax figures and panorama, which lack, in 
his opinion, the snecessary artistic metamorphosis of functional into 
spatial values« and therefore the pictorial unity harmonizing plane 
and figure.19 Canova entirely separated architecture from his figures 
with the result that »the figures, indeed, belong more to the public 
than to the tomb; it seems as though they had just climbed up into 
their positions. The single bond of unity between the architecture and 
the figures lies in the suggested act of their entering the tomb. What 
is here constructed is not a picture seen, but a drama acted out: the 
figures are real men and women tumed to stone.«20

Hildebrand’s critique refers to a heteronomous materiality of 
sculpture that he identifies with a loss of an imaginary spatial unity, 
the latter considered to be the artist’s essential creative work. 
Real space and also real time seem to have replaced that fictional 
sphere. Whereas traditional plastic representation aimed at concep- 
tual content and unity, the »crude« modern realism gives us, accord- 
ing to Hildebrand, isolated perceptions. Furthermore, the reference 
to popular wax figures might be a hint to Rodin, whose first master- 
work »The Brazen Age« (1877-1880) was accused for being merely 
a copy of a human body, in other words: a mere thing, not animated 
by the artist’s genius.

Obviously, Hildebrand’s classicist view on Canova’s tomb anticipat- 
ed Michael Fried’s negative critique of Minimal Art’s literalism. Fried

also focused on a kind of unreleased physical quality, maintaining 
that the »presence of literalist art [...] is basically a theatrical effect or 
quality - a kind of stage presence.«21 Yet his claim that »theatre and 
theatricality are at war today, not simply with modernist painting [...], 
but with art as such,«22 is not easily understandable. Fried’s intention 
becomes clearer, when we regard it in the tradition of Hildebrand’s 
normative criticism based on the ideal of a distant point of view 
(»Fernbild«) including and subordinating tactile values and details.23 
Similarly, Fried stated that Judd and Morris’ objects were »too real« 
to distance the viewer. Becoming emphatic exclusively about its 
own materiality, the minimal art object does not allow a proper aes- 
thetic experience but rather restricts the viewers to their ordinary, 
non-transcendent world. Moreover, Fried’s classicist attitude is re- 
vealed in his suggestion that the literalist concept of presence is fed 
by a hidden naturalism or anthropomorphism lacking abstract shape 
which would be able to transfer an original artistic idea of harmony.24 
Fried later strengtened this value of aesthetic unity and autonomy 
by introducing the term »absorption« as opposed to »theatricality.«25

Regarding the origins of criticism against objecthood, the inherent 
classicist intention of Fried’s argument, foreshadowed in Hildebrand’s 
objections concerning the intense physical presence of Canovas’s 
figures, becomes evident. Thus there seems to be no fundamental 
difference between the problem of objecthood in figural art and in 
abstract art. But of course, in 1967, classicist thought had reached 
a new level. Fried and also Greenberg, whose essay »Recentness of 
Sculpture« was positively viewed by Fried and anticipated the latter’s 
essay »Art and Objecthood,« were able to conceptualize literalism as 
an aesthetic method concerning painting as well as sculpture. Green- 
berg, for example, recognized and respected the implied intention 
to confer an effect of presence using the »look of non-art.«26 Unlike 
Hildebrand, Fried and Greenberg argue as theorists and defenders of 
the avant-garde. Nevertheless, they conserve the classicist idea of 
form, thought to transcend the banality of material objects. Green- 
berg then complained not about theatricality, but about the »continu- 
ing infiltration of Good Design into what purports to be advanced and 
highbrow art [...].«27

Apparently, this latent classicist position receives a philosophical 
legitimation in Adorno’s »Aesthetic Theory.« Modern art, according 
to Adorno, has to deny art’s escapist illusionism, but at the same 
time it should avoid - Adorno is adressing Dadaism, Happenings, and 
implicitly also Pop Art - producing a second naturalism. If art »comes 
to resemble realia it assimilates itself to that reification against 
which it protests.«2e The term »reification« leads us to a central 
issue: the link between the aesthetic object and commodity, touched 
upon in Greenberg’s reference to Good Design and emphasized by 
Jeff Koons, Pop Art’s radical heir. The wide range of his objects and 
techniques witness a historical fact: the overwhelming splendor 
of baroque churches has been replaced by the attractions of the 
cultural industry - movies and comics, television and computers. The 
classicist viewpoint claims that art should resist interference from 
the public sphere and that the artist should maintain control over 
production and art’s external conditions. A radical literalism cannot 
be accepted, because it emerges from the apparent absence of the 
artist’s self as author of form. The terms objecthood, theatricality, 
and reification evoke the threat of entertainment and mass culture 
menacing the identity of the bourgeois individual, traditionally esta- 
blished and consolidated by the fine arts and aesthetic experience. 
Moreover, there are two other thought lines concerning objecthood, 
apart from the classicist approach.

The romantic approach: the way beyond art
A popular solution to the problem of form has been outlined, in 
various, mostly synchretist, philosophical systems, by many artists,
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and also by art historians, who were searching for the complete 
transformation of art. Whereas the classicist modernists wanted to 
keep art within its traditional borders, the romantic modernists ad- 
vocated the »way beyond art.«29 El Lissitzky claimed to create every- 
day things.30 He was fundamentally convinced that, similar to 
painting and poetry, airplanes, cars, and houses could emerge from 
authentic art production. This socialist utopian conception, prevailing 
in the Russian avant-garde,31 implied that art could end its elitist exis- 
tence as part of society’s ideological superstructure (Marx's »Uber- 
bau«) and become - so to speak - a part of the economic basis. Then 
the work of art would be a commodity beyond the tragic capitalist 
opposition between use value and exchange value: a somewhat freed 
or »absolute« commodity.32

It is furthermore important to state that concepts of new realism, 
not restricted to the affirmation of the present world and its so- 
cial hierarchies, but outlining in advance the future of a free socie- 
ty, also determine the De Stijl movement. According to Mondrian’s 
»Trialogue« (1918-1920), an essay in conversational form, »abstract 
reality« will overcome the traditional expression of nature and indivi- 
dual feeling. The New Plastic intends to create »a clear image of the 
new,« which architecture would realize one day.33 The artist’s studio 
served as a model for that utopian objectification of painting.34

The idea of art’s forcasting a new, better life continued, even 
though it was transformed by the non-metaphysical spirit of Neo- 
Dada after the Second World War. In his 1958 essay, »The Legacy 
of Jackson Pollock,« Allan Kaprow claimed that it was »necessary to 
get rid of the usual idea of >Form< [...].«35 In his opinion, Pollock »left 
us at the point where we must become preoccupied with and even 
dazzled by the space and objects of our everyday life,« and therefore 
»we shall utilize the specific substances of sight, sound, movements, 
people, odors, touch [,..].«36 Kaprow simultaneously maintained the 
emancipation of the everyday object and the »unmaking« of its object 
qualities; in other words: the end of art is appreciated as a deepened 
experience and practice of life.37 In contemporary art this pragmatist 
belief continued in many different artistic strategies. Koons touched 
again the utopian aspect of the day-to-day object when he used 
stainless steel as »poor man’s gold.«38

The Hegelian approach: Art’s self-reflexivity
The third, most crucial approach to objecthood can be called Hege- 
lian because of its dialectical structure. According to its defenders, 
the end of art is different from the end of art the romantic socialists 
believed in; rather it is considered to be the beginning of art as a 
self-reflective practice,39 including the critical exploration of art’s 
institutions and social functions. Adorno is of importance here 
again. His Aesthetic Theory is not restricted to classicist modernism, 
because its author acknowledged, contrary to Greenberg and Fried, 
the irreconcilability of traditional aesthetics and modern art.40 To 
be authentic, Adorno emphasizes, art must recognize its historical 
failure and deny in part its conventional concept of an ideal tota- 
lity. In 1967, while Fried and Greenberg published their critiques 
against Minimal Art's literalist position, Adorno published the essay 
»Die Kunst und die Kunste,« which deals with the same problem of 
painting’s spatial materialization, though not in regard to Minimal 
Art but concerning objecthood’s historical roots in Cubism, or bet- 
ter: in the principle of montage - the »original example of erosion 
[>Verfransung<] of art.«41 Adorno’s approach is not a formalist one; it 
aims at the very center of artistic subjectivity and its (anachronistic) 
metaphysical claim for being able to create a world like the Christian 
paternal God. According to Adorno the critical reflection that mon- 
tage is able to generate consists in confronting the artist’s creative 
gesture with the literal, inexpressive object. The sense of the Cubist, 
Dadaist, and surrealist montage hence consists in negating meaning

and thus negating the power of artistic creation based on the imita- 
tion of nature: xHowever, montage amounts to the disruption, and 
hence the denial, of meaning in works of art through the invasion of 
fragments of empirical reality that do not abide by the laws of art. The 
erosion [>Verfransung<] of the arts is almost always accompanied by 
the attempt by works of art to reach out toward an extra-aesthetic 
reality. This element is strictly opposed to the principle of reflecting 
reality. The more an art allows material that is not contained in its 
own continuum to enter it, the more it participates in alien, thinglike 
matter, instead of imitating it. It therefore becomes virtually a thing 
among things, a something we know not what.«42 In this view, the 
generic space of painting, sculpture, music, or poetry represents a 
subjectivizable continuity, which is interrupted and questioned by the 
heteronomous materiality of the non-art object or material.

A further important author should be mentioned in this context. 
Adorno learned from Walter Benjamin, whose theory about the de- 
cline of the aura refers to nothing other than the rise of objecthood.43 
I would even like to assert that Benjamin is the founder of the 
Hegelian approach to objecthood; and I would like to refer to Karen 
Lang’s recent commentary on Benjamin’s notion of allegory which 
implies, opposed to symbol and sign, the separation of person and 
world as well as the separation of object and meaning.44 Modernity, 
according to Benjamin, is initiated in the baroque German mourning 
play (»Trauerspiel«) which reveals a new, empty Lutheran world, freed 
from magic animism. While xobject and meaning continued to be 
yoked together in the symbol or motivated in the sign, [...] the alle- 
gorist sought to break down symbol and sign in order to reveal what 
had been lost in language as communication.«45 Evidently Benjamin 
anticipated Michael Fried’s claim for an anti-theatrical avant-garde 
art, but he deals with that concept in a completely different way, as 
Lang points out: sBenjamin described the theatre and emblem world 
of the baroque as replete with [...] self-absorption; and in an extreme 
state of mournfulness, depersonalization.#46 While Fried suggested 
to avoid objecthood, which he considers to be identical with theatri- 
cality, Benjamin’s observation of antitheatrical tendencies within the 
German mourning play is crucially focussed on objecthood.47 In his 
view, contemplation and self-absorption are not, as for Fried, oppos- 
ed to objecthood but rather imply the latter’s threat of depersonali- 
zation. That Benjamin’s Hegelian approach is much more plausible 
than Fried’s classicist angle may be underpinned by his reference to 
Albrecht Durers’s proto-baroque (and therefore proto-modern) work 
»Melencolia l« (1514), in which »the utensils of active life are lying 
around unused on the floor, as objects of contemplation.«48 Benja- 
min maintains that the »contemplative paralysis« represented in this 
picture was linked with a opathological state, in which the most simple 
object appears to be the symbol of some enigmatic wisdom because 
it lacks any natural, creative relationships to us [...].«49 Karen Lang 
concludes: »Things are dumb (stumm, blode), yet their silence, their 
awkardness, is fringed with enigma.«50 This clause could be read also 
as a description of many hermetic works of object-art in the twentieth 
and twenty-first centuries. The Hegelian approach to objecthood 
would value their espousal of literalness not as materiality as such, 
but would connect it to the tradition of the melancholic allegorist, 
who has acknowledged the state of separation and sets his sights on 
a ofutile repair« by producing xsilent awkward things,« which »could 
expose, at best, a trace of the metaphysical, living wor(l)d.«51

Objecthood and (photographic) indexicality
Eventually, I would like to touch upon a last topic intrinsically related 
to Benjamin: photography and film as technologies of reproduction. 
According to Benjamin, these technologies destroyed the aura of the 
artwork. The highly estimated originality of the artist’s mimetic appro- 
priation and creation of the world became questionable, not because
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photography took the lead, but because photography equalized the 
picture to an industrial product. Furthermore its kinematographic 
animation did not fulfill the conditions of aesthetic liveliness as the 
impression of movement was produced by machines, and not by the 
artist.52 Dziga Vertov was one of the first avant-garde film directors, 
who revealed the materiality of the cinematic picture and paralleled 
it with modern technologies of mass communication or public trans- 
port.53 While classicist and modernist views on literalness include 
criticism against or negation of photography and film’s objecthood,54 
Rosalind Krauss has opened a rather Hegelian perspective upon 
this issue suggesting that the indexical quality of the photographic 
picture relates it to the readymade.55

Consequently, this section could also be called »The unmaking and 
the making of the object« - addressing photography’s paradoxical 
function in the vein of modernist and contemporary processualiza- 
tion of the artwork.56 A significant example is offered by the photo- 
graphs showing Joseph Beuys’s performance during documenta VII 
in Kassel. They document the destruction of the Czar’s crown that
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